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Fraudulent Transfer Developments

• Basic Elements of Fraudulent Transfer

– Intentional

– Constructive

– Insolvency

– Lack of Reasonably Equivalent Value

• Creditor Claim Damages Cap – Allonhill decision

• LBO Challenges

• Intentional Fraud Claims

– Not subject to safe harbor

– Limited in LBO context – Samson decision
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Fraudulent Transfer Developments

• Reasonably Equivalent Value

– Potential defense created through funds flow

• Insolvency

– Focus on capital adequacy in LBO

– Factors courts consider

• Safe Harbor

– Description of Safe Harbor

– By, to or for the benefit of a financial institution or a financial participant

– Margin payment, settlement payment or transfer “in connection with” a securities 
contract

– Merit Management decision

– Tribune decision
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Security Interest Challenges

• Debtor name provided on a financing statement

– In re The Financial Oversight and Management Board for Puerto Rico, 872 F.3d 57 (1st 
Cir. 2019) 

• Collateral indication provided on a financing statement

– In re The Financial Oversight and Management Board for Puerto Rico, 872 F.3d 57 (1st 
Cir. 2019)

– In re I80 Equipment, LLC, __ F.3d__ (7th Cir. 2019)

• Security interest in assets of a consignee

– In re TSAWD Holdings, Inc., 2018 WL 6885922 (Bankr. D. Del. 2018)

• Excluded assets

• Foreign situs assets
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Trademarked Collateral

• Bankruptcy of licensor

– Challenges to licensee retaining rights under license agreement

– In re Tempnology, LLC , __ U.S. __ (2019)

• Bankruptcy of licensee

– Challenges to licensee’s assumption or assignment of license agreement

• Foreclosure sale of trademarked goods by secured party of licensee

– Status of collateral (finished goods, work in process, raw materials)

• Preventive measures

– Agreement with licensor to buy back collateral or permit sale of collateral

– Agreement of licensor to permit transfer of the license

– Agreement of licensor to grant a new license if the existing license not assumed or assigned
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DIP Financing Trends

• Sectors that continue to dominate 

– Retail

– Metals/Mining

– Oil & Gas

– Healthcare 

• Prepetition institutional investors continuing to serve as primary sources for DIP 
financings

– enhance/protect recoveries on prepetition debt

– But unsecured creditors can provide liquidity with better trade terms

• Some third party financings 
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DIP Financing Trends – What Are We Seeing?

• Interest expenses are increasing

– Funded term loans are typically more expensive

– May be mitigated somewhat by a multi-draw mechanism

– U.S. Trustees fees increased under Bankruptcy Judgeship Act 

– In re Cranberry Growers Coop.

• Roll-ups are rolling on

• DIP Financing is no longer just DIP financing, but often a bridge to exit financing

• DIP Orders – Bids and Asks 

• Noteworthy Decisions

– Mission Product Holdings, Inc. v. Tempnology

– DURA Automotive
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CLE CODE
For those seeking CLE credit for this webcast, please keep the following alphanumeric 
code for your records: RUPT331

You will need this code to receive a Certificate of Attendance. 

An attendance form and survey will pop-up after you exit the webinar.

Please fill out the form and you will be contacted within 30-60 days by our CLE 
administrative team. We will process your credits for states where this program has 
been approved.

Questions? Please email Jessica Feldman at jessica.feldman@morganlewis.com
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